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Abstract: 
 
Indian Classical Arts have existed and have been presented to Global audiences since centuries, but 

there's hardly been any scientific inquiry & endeavor towards managing, executing and presenting such 

creative outcomes effectively while adhering to modern management principles/frameworks. 

The art of successfully managing creative endeavors in projectized manner aren’t mentioned very often in 

the modern management curriculum both at the university & industry levels and most of the literature are 

from commercial or engineering environments. At the same time, the stiff competition and ever shrinking 

funding opportunities, makes an evident need for effective project management in creative and artistic 

projects (drama, dance & art festivals, and other performances).  

Thus the focus of this paper is on project management in creative projects. Four successful dancing 

festivals involving India’s Most Reputed & Leading Artistes were executed by applying the standard PMI 

framework with the goal of learning from them and  

Several of the lessons are applicable to project management in general as well. 

The research question that guided this application was:  

1) “What do project managers need to know in order to successfully manage creative projects?” A 

secondary question is  

2) “What can the project management field in general learn from managers in creative projects?”  

 

The paper is meant to add knowledge to the professional project manager’s repertoire from such 

leanings. 
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Company: Public Charitable Art Trust.  

Challenge: The organization realized that a plan needed to be put into place to improve efficiencies and 

effectiveness of its organized events and further its complete projects faster. Rather than leap right into 

executing process improvement, or technological initiatives, the organizations leadership made the 

decision to use project management best practices to achieve their goal.  

Solution: The company wanted to treat project management as an operational strategy to show to the 
entire Arts fraternity that the practices it effective management of Classical indian events is possible using 
the modern management principles and methodology. With a strong senior management commitment for 
this initiative, members of the organizing committee adopted the standard PMI - Project management 
principles and frameworks and began executing them with a continuous involvement with the arts 
fraternity. 

 
Main body of the paper 
Should include headings, sub-headings, illustrations (to demonstrate results). 
More than 60% of the paper should be main body. 
It should include: 
- Examples, case studies 
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Kathak Workshop- Event 
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- Methodology/process followed 

The adaption of Lean Project Management which is focused towards effective Arts management by 

eliminating wastes, which is primarily focused towards reducing the cost of event project management 

itself. The lean project management here focusses on using the PMI tools in a cost effective manner 

which can also be easily understood by the artists and other stakeholders. 

• The tight cost of the Dance events makes it difficult to use expensive standard IT project 

management suites as Microsoft Project (MS Project). Hence to overcome the same freely 

available Google spreadsheets and project management templates were used to overcome this 

constraint.  

• The proper project execution and governance in adherence to the standard PMI framework can be 

successfully accomplished while using the freely available templates and spreadsheet tools for 

project management.  

• The status sheets and graphs can be easily shared (using free tools like Google Drive) with the 

artist/creative fraternity for a quick common understanding who may are generally NOT very 

well conversant Art management intricacies. 
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Google Project Management - Suite 

 

 
- Critical success factor 

For each of the events the following Success criteria were laid out: 

Critical Success Factors Target 

Number of Donors  2 yearly donors 

Audience size min. 80% of auditorium capacity 

Volunteers 2 active volunteers (min.) 

Artist Satisfaction 95% Extremely Satisfied 

Budget overshoot 5% of variance 

Artist Recommendations 90% of all the engagements 

Positive Press Media Review 90% of all the events 
 

- Quantified benefits to business 

The vision was laid after the unimpactful first event organized by the Art foundation towards adoption of 
modern management practices towards effective management and to demonstrate improvement and set 
the course for the next several years. It was determined that the organization had made such significant 
strides in the area of effective arts management while adhering to project management that their overall 
maturity rating had increased by 40%, exceeding the desired level detailed in the initial improvement plan.  
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Of all areas assessed, the ones with most notable improvements in execution over the due course of time 

were:  

:: Scope Management – 90%   

:: Professional Development – 73%  

:: Management Oversight – 67%  

By performing the re-assessment after every event, the company was able to document their 

improvement and justify the value project management has brought to their organization. For example, 

now that its new project management process is in place, the organization is able to ensure that its limited 

resources are allocated to the highest-value projects – the ones that best align with the organization’s 

overall objectives.  

The company continues to invest in improvements and has made efforts to further enhance its project 

management practices to allow for more agile practices when appropriate. A more robust database 

housing project workbooks is underway with a focus on periodic lessons learned workshops to proactively 

share knowledge. 

 

- Lessons learnt 

Though the lessons learnt are prepared for each of the events separately towards continuous 

improvement practices; some of the broader lessoning keeping into consideration the fundamental 

questions we sought to answer in the beginning are listed below respectively: 

1) “What do project managers need to know in order to successfully manage creative projects?”  

Proper stakeholder management is critical to the success. The artists are psychologically a 

different personality type. Engaging them is not easy! One has to be really sensitive towards their 

requirements 

2) “What can the project management field in general learn from managers in creative projects?”  

• The adaption of Lean Project Management which is focused towards effective Arts management 

by eliminating wastes, which is primarily focused towards reducing the cost of event project 

management itself. The lean project management here focusses on using the PMI tools in a cost 

effective manner which can also be easily understood by the artists and other stakeholders. 

 

• The adapting Agile principles of continuous stakeholder involvement from the very beginning with 

respect to their reviews and requirements assessments which can be termed as health checks 

           There are misconceptions about project health checks. Some of these are: 

• The person driving doing the health checks and driving project management does not 

understand the creative culture & mindset which is mostly ad-hoc, thus wasting time. 

• The health check is too costly for the value we will get by performing it. 

• The health check ties up artists and resources which distracts them from their creative focus. 

• By the time we get the results from the health check, it is either too late to make changes or 

the nature of the project/art event may have changed. 
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Conslusions: 

 
The future of effective Indian Classical Arts management may very well rest in the hands of the with 

project managers or arts administrators who have proper project management skills. These project 

managers will custom-design project management methodologies for each art-form be it Classical Indian 

dancing or a visual arts exhibition etc. and possibly for each artist/client of the associated art-form. But 

the key is not just to develop project management skills and its usage but also to develop a modern and 

scientific outlook towards bringing in Modern Management principles and practices towards Arts 

management that go well beyond the current PMBOK® Guide and demonstrate a passion to make make 

things happen in spite of all odds. Given the results originating from the executing the Classical Indian 

Dance events, the future of arts management management looks quite good, but it will be a challenge in 

making a connect with the Art fraternity towards making them realize its importance and efficacy. 
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